Abstract. A class of Lagrange-Newton-SQP methods is investigated for optimal control problems governed by semilinear parabolic initial-boundary value problems. Distributed and boundary controls are given, restricted by pointwise upper and lower bounds. The convergence of the method is discussed in appropriate Banach spaces. Based on a weak second order su cient optimality condition for the reference solution, local quadratic convergence is proved. The proof is based on the theory of Newton methods for generalized equations in Banach spaces.
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the numerical analysis of a Sequential Quadratic Programming Method for optimal control problems governed by semilinear parabolic equations. We extend convergence results obtained in the author's papers 31] and 32] for simpli ed cases. Here, we allow for distributed and boundary control. Moreover, terminal, distributed, and boundary observation are included in the objective functional. In contrast to the former papers, where a semigroup approach was chosen to deal with the parabolic equations, the theory is now presented in the framework of weak solutions relying on papers by Casas 7] , Raymond and Zidani 28], and Schmidt 30] . We refer also to Heinkenschloss and Tr oltzsch 15] , where the convergence of an SQP method is proved for the optimal control of a phase eld model. Including rst order su cient optimality conditions in the considerations, we are able to essentially weaken the second order su cient optimality conditions needed to prove the convergence of the method. These su cient conditions tighten the gap to the associated necessary ones. However, the approach requires a quite extensive analysis. SQP methods for the optimal control of ODEs have already been the subject of many papers. We refer, for instance, to the discussion of quadratic convergence and the associated numerical examples by Alt 1] , 2], Alt and Malanowski 5], 6], to the mesh independence principle in Alt 3] , and to the numerical application by Machielsen 27] . Moreover, we refer to the more extensive references therein. For a paper standing in some sense between the control of ODEs and PDEs we refer to Alt, Sontag and Tr oltzsch 4], who investigated the control of weakly singular Hammerstein integral equations. Following recent developments for ordinary di erential equations, we adopt here the relation between the SQP method and a generalized Newton method. This approach makes the whole theory more transparent. We are able to apply known results on the convergence of generalized Newton methods in Banach spaces assuming the so called strong regularity at the optimal reference point. In this way, the convergence analysis is shorter, and we are able to concentrate on speci c questions arising from the presence of partial di erential equations.
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y Fakult at f ur Mathematik, Technische Universit at Chemnitz, D-09107 Chemnitz, Germany 1 Once the convergence of the Newton method is shown, we still need an extensive analysis to make the theory complete. We have to ensure the strong regularity by su cient conditions and to show that the Newton steps can be performed by solving linear-quadratic control problems (SQP-method). This interplay between the Newton method and the SQP method is a speci c feature, which cannot be derived from general results in Banach spaces, since we have to discuss pointwise relations. We should underline that this paper does not aim to discuss the numerical application of the method. Any computation has to be connected with a discretization of the problem. This gives rise to consider approximation errors, stability estimates, the interplay between mesh adaption and precision (particularly delicate for PDEs) and the numerical implementation. Besides the fact that some of these questions are still unsolved, the presentation of the associated theory would go far beyond the scope of one paper. We understand the analysis of our paper as a general line applicable to any proof of convergence for these numerical methods. Some test examples close to this paper were presented by Goldberg and 2. The equation of state. The dynamics of our control system is described by the semilinear parabolic initial-boundary value problem y t (x; t) + div (A(x) grad x y(x; t)) + d(x; t; y(x; t); v(x; t)) = 0 in Q @ y(x; t) + b(x; t; y(x; t); u(x; t)) = 0 on y(x; 0) ? y 0 (x) = 0 on :
This system is considered in Q = (0; T); where R N (N 2) is a bounded domain and T > 0 a xed time. By @ the co-normal derivative @y=@ A = ? > Ary is denoted, where is the outward normal on ?. The functions u; v denote boundary and distributed control, = ? (0; T), ? = @ , and y 0 is a xed initial state function. (ii) For almost all (x; t) 2 Q; d(x; t; ; ) is of class C 2;1 (R 2 ). The "boundary" nonlinearity b = b(x; t; y; u) is de ned on R 2 and is supposed to ful ll (i), (ii) with substituted for Q. In our setting, the controls u; v will be uniformly bounded by a certain constant K.
(A3) The (P) is a non-convex programming problem, hence di erent local minima will possibly occur. Numerical methods will deliver a local minimum close to their starting point. Therefore, we do not restrict our investigations to global solutions of (P). We will assume later that a xed reference solution is given satisfying certain rst and second order optimality conditions (ensuring local optimality of the solution). For the same reason, we shall not discuss the problem of existence of global (optimal) solutions for (P). In the next assumptions, D 2 will denote Hessian matrices of functions. The functions '; f; and g are assumed to satisfy the following assumptions on smoothness and growth:
(A4) For all x 2 , '(x; ) belongs to C 2;1 (R) with respect to y 2 R, while '( ; y), ' y ( ; y), ' yy ( ; y) are bounded and measurable on . There is a constant c K > 0 such that j' yy (x; y 1 ) ? ' yy (x; y 2 )j c K jy 1 ? y 2 j (3.4) 4 holds for all y i 2 R such that jy j j K; i = 1; 2. For all (x; t) 2 Q; f(x; t; ; ) is of class C 2;1 (R 2 ) with respect to (y; v) 2 (3.6) holds for all y i ; u i satisfying jy i j K; ju i j K; i = 1; 2 and almost all (x; t) 2 .
Let us recall the known standard rst order necessary optimality system for a local minimizer (y; v; u) of (P). The triplet (y; v; u) has to satisfy together with an adjoint state p 2 W(0; T) the state system (2.1), the constraints v 2 V ad , u 2 U ad , the adjoint L u (y; v; u; p)(z ? u) = Z H u (x; t; y; p; u)(z ? u)dSdt 0 8z 2 U ad :
Let us suppose once and for all that a xed reference triplet (y; v; u) 2 Y L 1 (Q) L 1 ( ) is given satisfying together with p 2 W(0; T) the optimality system. This system is not su cient for local optimality. Therefore, we shall assume some kind of second order su cient conditions. We have to consider them along with a rst order su cient condition. Following Dontchev, Hager, Poore and Yang 10], the sets Q( ) = f(x; t) 2 Q j j H Q v (x; t; y(x; t); v(x; t); p(x; t)) j g (3. 16) ( ) = f(x; t) 2 j j H u (x; t; y(x; t); u(x; t); p(x; t)) j g (3.17) are de ned for arbitrarily small but xed > 0. Q( ) and ( ) contain the points, where the control constraints are strongly active enough. Here we are able to avoid second order su cient conditions, since rst order su ciency applies. D 2 H Q and D 2 H denote the Hessian matrices of H Q ; H w.r. to (y; v) and (y; u) respectively, taken at the reference point. For instance, D 2 H Q (x; t) = H Q yy (x; t; y(x; t); v(x; t); p(x; t)) H Q yv (x; t; y(x; t); v(x; t); p(x; t)) H Q vy (x; t; y(x; t); v(x; t); p(x; t)) H Q vv (x; t; y(x; t); v(x; t); p(x; t)) : D 2 H is de ned analogously. Moreover, we introduce a quadratic form B depending Next we introduce the SQP method to solve the problem (P) iteratively. Let us rst assume that the controls are unrestricted, that is V ad = L 1 (Q), U ad = L 1 ( ). Then the optimality system (2.1), (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) is a nonlinear system of equations for the unknown functions v; p; y; u, which can be treated by the Newton method. In each step of the method, a linear system of equations is to be solved. This linear system is the optimality system of a linear-quadratic optimal control problem without constraints on the controls, which can be solved instead of the linear system of equations. In the case of constraints on the controls, the optimality system is no longer a system of equations. However, there is no di culty to generalize the linear-quadratic control problems by adding the control-constraints. This idea leads to the following iterative method: Suppose that (y i ; p i ; v i ; u i ), i = 1; ::; n, have already been determined. Then (y n+1 ; v n+1 ; u n+1 ) is computed by solving the following linear-quadratic optimal control problem (QP n ): In this setting, the notation ' n y = ' y (x; y n (x; T)), ' n yy = ' n yy (x; y n (x; T)); f n y = f n y (x; t; y n (x; t); v n (x; t)); D 2 H Q;n = D 2 H (y;v;u) (x; t; y n (x; t); v n (x; t); p n (x; t)) etc., was used. The associated adjoint state p n+1 is determined from ?p t + A p + d n y (p ? p n ) = H Q;n y + H Q;n yy (y n+1 ? y n ) + H Q;n yv (v n+1 ? v n ) p(T) = ' n y + ' n yy (y n+1 ? y n )(T) @ p + b n y (p ? p n ) = H ;n y + H ;n yy (y n+1 ? y n ) + H ;n yu (u n+1 ? u n ):
In this way, a sequence of quadratic optimization problems is to be solved, giving the method the name Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP-) method. The main aim of this paper is to show that this process exhibits a local quadratic convergence. We shall transform the optimality system into a generalized equation. Then we are able to interprete the SQP method as a Newton method for a generalized equation. This approach gives direct access to known results on the convergence of Newton methods.
In the analysis, a speci c di culty arises from the fact that (QP n ) might be nonconvex. It therefore may have multiple local minima. We shall have to restrict the control set to a su ciently small neighbourhood around the reference solution.
4. Generalized equation and Newton method. To transform the optimality system into a generalized equation, we re-formulate the variational inequalities (3.8)-(3.9) as generalized equations, too. Therefore, we de ne the normal cones 
with elements = (e Q ; e ; 0; Q ; ; ; v ; u ), endowed with the norm k k 
In the de nition of E, the third component is vanishing, since it will correspond to the initial condition y(0)?y 0 = 0, which is kept xed in the generalized Newton method. The optimality system is easily seen to be equivalent to the generalized equation
where F is of class C 1;1 , and the set-valued mapping T has closed graph. Obviously, the reference solution w = (y; p; v; u) satis es (4.5). The generalized Newton method for solving (4.5) is similar to the Newton method for equations in Banach spaces. Suppose that we have already computed w 1 ; :::; w n . Then w n+1 is to be determined by the generalized equation 0 2 F(w n ) + F 0 (w n )(w ? w n ) + T(w):
The convergence analysis of this method is closely related to the notion of strong regularity of (4.5) going back to Robinson 29] holds for all e 1 ; e 2 2 B r1 (0 E ). In the case of an equation F(w) = 0, we have F(w) = 0; T(w) = f0g, and strong regularity means the existence and boundedness of (F 0 (w) . We refer in particular to the recent publication by Alt 3] , where a mesh-independence principle was shown for numerical approximation of (4.5). We shall verify that the second order condition (SSC) implies strong regularity of the generalized equation at w = (y; p; v; u) in certain subsets b V ad V ad , b U ad U ad . Then Theorem 4.1 yields the quadratic convergence of the generalized Newton method in these subsets.
5. Strong regularity. To investigate the strong regularity of the generalized equation (4.5) at w we have to consider the perturbed generalized equation (4.7). Once again, we are able to interprete this equation as the optimality system of a linear-quadratic control problem. This problem is not necessarily convex, therefore we study the behaviour of the following auxiliary linear-quadratic problem associated with the perturbation e: U ad = fu 2 U ad j u(x; t) = u(x; t) on ( )g:
In this setting, the perturbation vector e = (e Q ; e ; 0; Q ; ; ; v ; u ) belongs to E. The hat in ( d QP e ) indicates that v and u are taken equal to v and u on the strongly active sets Q( ); ( ), respectively. Remark: The generalized equation (4.7) is equivalent to the optimality system of the problem (QP e ) obtained from ( d QP e ) on substituting V ad for b V ad and U ad for b U ad , respectively. In the space of perturbations E we need another norm
Moreover, in W we shall also use the norm k(y; p; v; u)k 2 = kyk W(0;T) + kpk W(0;T) + kvk L 2 (Q) + kuk L 2 ( ) :
The following results are known from the author's paper 33]: We shall show that the SQP method, restricted to a su ciently small neighbourhood around v and u, will solve both the problems: If the region is small enough, then the SQP method delivers a unique solution w n = (y n ; p n ; v n ; u n ), where v n = v; u n = u is automatically satis ed on Q( ); ( ). Moreover, this w n is a solution of the generalized equation (4.5) , that is, a solution of the optimality system for (P).
6. The linear-quadratic subproblems (QP n ). The presentation of the SQP method is still quite formal. We do not know whether the quadratic subproblem (QP n ) de ned by (3.21) -(3.23) is solvable at all. Moreover, if solutions exist, we are not able to show their uniqueness. There might exist multiple stationary solutions, i.e. solutions satisfying the optimality system for (QP n ). Notice that the objective J n of (QP n ) is only convex on a subspace. Owing to this, we have to restrict (QP n ) to a su ciently small neighbourhood around the reference solution ( v; u In this way, the desired estimate (6.3) is easily veri ed for su ciently small % 1 > 0. where a n is a linear integral functional. J n is uniformly convex on the feasible region of ( d QP n ). By Lemma 6.2, the sets b V ad ; b U ad are weakly compact in L 2 (Q) and L 2 ( ), respectively. Therefore, the Corollary follows from standard arguments. Let us return to the discussion of the relation between Newton method and SQP method. In what follows, we shall denote byŵ n = (ŷ n ;p n ;v n ;û n ) the sequence of iterates generated by the SQP method performed in b V ad , b U ad (provided that this 12 sequence is well de ned). The iterates of the generalized Newton method are denoted by w n . Consider now both methods initiating from the same element w n =ŵ n .
If kw n ? wk W % 1 , then Corollary 6.3 shows the existence of a unique solution (ŷ n+1 ;v n+1 ;û n+1 ) of ( d QP n ) having the associated adjoint statep n+1 . The element w n+1 solves the optimality system corresponding to ( d QP n ). By convexity (Lemma 6.2), any other solution of this system solves ( d QP n ), hence it is equal to isŵ n+1 . On the other hand, the optimality system is equivalent to the generalized equation (4.6) at w n (based on the sets b V ad ; b U ad ). For kw n ? wk W r N , one step of the generalized Newton method delivers the unique solution w n+1 of (4.6). As w n+1 solves the optimality system for ( d QP n ), it has to coincide withŵ n+1 . Suppose further that kw n ? wk W min fr N ; % 1 g. Then Theorem 4.1 implies that w n+1 =ŵ n+1 remains in B min frN ;%1g (w), so that kŵ n+1 ? wk W min fr N ; % 1 g. Consequently, we are able to perform the next step in both the methods. .6) is given by the unique solution of ( d QP n ) along with the associated adjoint state. The result follows from Theorem 5.3 (strong regularity) and the considerations above. Remark: It is easy to verify thatŵ n , the solution of ( d QP n ), obeys the optimality system for (P) in the original sets V ad , U ad (cf. also Corollary 6.9). Next, we discuss the optimality system for ( d QP n ) and (QP % n ). Let us denote the associated Hamilton functions byH to distinguish them from H, which belongs to where y; v; p; u are real numbers and (x; t) appears in the quantities depending on n. Notice that these Hamiltonians coincide for ( d QP n ); (QP % n ) and (QP n ), since these problems di er only in the underlying sets of admissible controls. We consider the problems de ned at w n = (y n ; p n ; v n ; u n ). In what follows, we denote solutions of the optimality system corresponding to (QP % n ) by (y + ; v + ; u + ). The optimality system for (QP % n ) consists of Z The state-equation (3.22) for y + and the constraints v + 2 V % ad ; u + 2 U % ad are included in the optimality system, too. The optimality system of ( d QP n ) has the same principal form as (6.6) -(6.8) and is obtained on replacing (y + ; p + ; v + ; u + ) by (ŷ n+1 ;p n+1 ;v n+1 ;û n+1 ). Moreover, b V ad ; b U ad is to be substituted for V % ad ; U % ad there. In the further analysis, we shall perform the following steps: First we prove by a sequence of results that the solution (v n ;û n ) of ( d QP n ) satis es the optimality system of (QP % n ) for su ciently small %. Moreover, we prove that (QP % n ) has at least one optimal pair, if w n is su ciently close to w. Finally, relying on (SSC), we verify uniqueness for the optimality system of (QP % n ). Therefore, (v n ;û n ) can be obtained as the unique global solution of (QP % n ). Notice that (QP % n ) might be non-convex, hence the optimality of (v n ;û n ) does not follow directly from ful lling the optimality system. This is obtained by Theorem 4.1 and the convergence estimate (4.9).
Corollary 6.8. Under the assumptions of Corollary 6.7, the sign-conditions (6.9)
-(6.12) hold true for (y + ; p + ; v + ; u + ) := (ŷ n ;p n ;v n ;û n ) .
(Corollary 6.7 yieldsv n 2 V %2 ad ;û n 2 U %2 ad , hence the result follows from Lemma 6.5.) Corollary 6.9. Under the assumptions of Corollary 6.7, the solution (v n ;û n ) of ( d QP n ) satis es the optimality system of (QP n ), too. Proof. The optimality systems for ( d QP n ) and (QP n ) di er only in the variational inequalities. From the optimality system of ( d QP n ) we know that Z where the nonnegativity of the rst term follows from (6.13). The variational inequality forû n is discussed in the same way. Corollary 6.10. Let the assumptions of Corollary 6.7 be ful lled. Then (v n ;û n ), the solution of ( d QP n ), satis es the optimality system for (QP % n ). Proof. By Corollary 6.9, (v n ;û n ) satis es the variational inequality (6.13) for all v 2 V ad ; u 2 U ad , in particular for all v 2 V % ad ; u 2 U % ad . Moreover,v n 2 V % ad ;û n 2 U % ad is granted by Corollary 6.9. Lemma 6.11. Assume that w = ( y; p; v; u) satis es the second order condition (SSC).
If % 3 > 0 is taken su ciently small, and kw n ? wk W % 3 , then for all % > 0 the problem (QP % n ) has at least one pair of (globally) optimal controls (v; u).
Proof. If kw n ? wk W % 3 and % 3 > 0 is su ciently small, then H Q vv (x; t; y n (x; t); p n (x; t); v n (x; t)) 2 a.e. on Q (6.14)
H uu (x; t; y n (x; t); p n (x; t); u n (x; t)) 2 a.e. on ; (6.15) follows from (LC), ky n ? yk C( Q) +kp n ? pk C( Q) +kv n ? vk L 1 (Q) +ku n ? uk L 1 ( ) % 3 and the Lipschitz properties of H Q vv ; H vv . Notice that w n belongs to a set of diameter K := k wk W +% 3 , hence the Lipschitz estimates (3.5) and (3.6) apply. Therefore, (QP % n ) has the following properties: It is a linear-quadratic problem with linear equation of state. In the objective, the controls appear linearly and convex-quadratically (with convexity following from (6.14) -(6.15)). The control-state mapping (v; u) 7 ! y is compact from L 2 (Q) L 2 ( ) to Y . Moreover, V % ad ; U % ad are non-empty weakly compact sets of L 2 . Now the existence of at least one optimal pair of controls follows by standard arguments. Here, it is essential that the quadratic control-part of J n is weakly l.s.c. with respect to the controls and that products of the type y v or y u lead to sequences of the type "strongly convergent times weakly convergent sequence", so that y n ! y and v n * v implies y n v n * yv. Remark: Alternatively, this result can be deduced also from the fact that (ŷ n ;v n ;û n ) satis es together withp n the rst and second order necessary conditions for (QP % n ) and that the optimality system of (QP % n ) is uniquely solvable (cf. Thm. 6.12). Theorem 6.12. Let w = ( y; p; v; u) ful l the rst order necessary conditions (2.1), (3.2) -(3.3), (3.7) -(3.9) together with the second order su cient optimality condition (SSC). If w n = (y n ; p n ; v n ; u n ) 2 W is given such that maxf kw n ? wk W ; %g min fr N ; % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 g, then the solution (v n ;û n ) of ( d QP n ) is (globally) optimal for (QP % n ). Together withŷ n ;p n it delivers the unique solution of the optimality system of (QP % n ). Proof. Denote by (v + ; u + ) the solution of (QP % n ), which exists according to Lemma 6.11. Therefore, (y + ; p + ; v + ; u + ) = w + has to satisfy the associated optimality system. On the other hand, alsoŵ n = (ŷ n ;p n ;v n ;û n ) ful ls this optimality system by Corollary 6.10. We show that the solution of the optimality system is unique, then the Theorem is proven. Let us assume that anotherŵ = (ŷ;p;v;û) obeys the optimality system, too. Inserting (v;û) in the variational inequalities for (v + ; u + ), while (v + ; u + ) is inserted in the corresponding ones for (v;û), we arrive at R that is 0 ?Q n y; v; u] 2 . As maxf kw n ? wk W ; %g % 2 , Corollary 6.6 yields v = 0 on Q( ) and u = 0 on ( ). Therefore, Lemma 6.2 applies to conclude =2 k(y; v; u)k 2 H 0, i.e. v = 0; u = 0. In other words,v = v + ;û = u + , completing the proof. Now we are able to formulate the main result of this paper: Theorem 6.13. Let w = ( y; p; v; u) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 6.12 and dene % N = minfr N ; % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 g. If max f%; kw 1 ? wkg % N then the sequence fw n g = f(y n ; p n ; v n ; u n )g generated by the SQP method by solving (QP % n ) coincides with the sequenceŵ n obtained by solving ( d QP n ). Therefore, w n converges q-quadratically to w according to the convergence estimate (4.9). Thanks to this Theorem, we are justi ed to solve (QP % n ) instead of ( d QP n ) to obtain the same (unique) solution. This result is still not completely satisfactory, as the unknown element w was used to de ne (QP % n ). However, an analysis of this section reveals that any convex, closed setṼ ad ;Ũ ad can be taken instead of V % ad ; U % ad , if the following properties are satis ed: V ad V %N ad ;Ũ ad U %N ad ; andṼ ad V %0 ad ;Ũ ad U %0 ad for some % 0 > 0 (the last condition is needed to guaranteev n = v on Q( );û n = u on ( ) and, last but not least, to make the convergencev n ! v;û n ! u possible).
De ne, for instance, % 0 = k w ? w 1 The restriction of the admissible sets to V % ad , U % ad might appear arti cial, since restrictions of this type are not known from the theory of SQP methods in spaces of nite dimension. However, it is indispensible. In nite dimensions, the set of active constraints is detected after one step, provided that the starting value was chosen su ciently close to the reference solution. The further analysis can rely on this. Here, we cannot determine the active set in nitely many steps unless we assume this a-priorily as in the de nition of d QP n .
